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Letting Nature Speak: The Paintings of Phyllis Purves-Smith

Phyllis Purves-Smith paints rocks and the sea as though they
will last forever. Working almost entirely on Monhegan Island off the coast
of Maine, she elicits from the giant slabs of granite, the heaving Atlantic
waves, and the dank mists, a profound sense of the sheer durability and
power of nature. In “Monhegan Theme and Variations”, for instance, she
finds in the forms of the rocks a sense of rhythm and movement that is then
taken up and amplified in the play of the sea beyond. Stone and water
become a part of the same continuum, trading shapes and forms in a
relentless conversation that promises to last for millennia. In “Breaking
Mist”, she renders a rocky cliff with an insistent and powerful geometry that
leads our eye upward and away to the top right of the canvas as we share
the artist’s awe for the weight and physicality of the scene. Meanwhile, on
the left, a mist envelops the landscape as it stretches into the distance,
softening the linear strength of the picture and suggesting that other, more
mysterious natural forces are also at work.

Accomplished as these paintings are as renderings of natural
landscape, they impress more as intuitions of a very personal nature, and it
is hardly a surprise to discover that they emerged from a very long process
of artistic growth, some considerable life challenges, and the survival of a
personal tragedy.
“My arrival at landscape painting was gradual,” Purves-Smith says. “I
first focused on figure and still life—learning to control my drawing and
learning painting techniques— then I began doing cityscapes and some
industrial landscapes.
The main thing that I
enjoyed was working
from life—playing with
rhythms, colors, and
shapes of the subject
and with the movement
of patterns of light. I
considered it a
playground where visual
music could occur.”
After a number of years
with the cityscapes, the
artist found her interest
declining, especially
when she began
working more frequently
from photographs. She
also faced the challenge
of finding time to paint
among her
responsibilities as wife, a mother of three boys, and a full time teacher. “It
used to take me a long time to accumulate enough work for a show,” she
says. The challenges became even greater when, in 1991, the artist was
widowed. “My work went into a very dark period,” she remembers. “I was
right back working with Old Master techniques— dark backgrounds and
figure and still life painting.” Purves-Smith credits her friend, the artist
Martha Erlebacher, for considerable support during this difficult time.
Teaching and being a single mom left Purves-Smith little time for painting.

Five years ago, however, with her youngest child in college, the artist
returned to Monhegan Island in Maine, during the summer. “It was a place
my husband and I used to bring the kids when they were young,” she says.
“To cope with the pain of missing my husband, I worked intensely all day
long painting from life. I discovered that Mohegan was a great place to
work. More than that, I found a very deep spiritual connection to the place
— the ocean and the rocks, which portray millennia of time. I have the
feeling that just on the other side of that illusion of reality is a timeless
connection to some kind of spiritual energy. I feel very close to those I have
lost when concentrating like that, but also feel very much a part of the
landscape, part of the rocks.”
Although her feelings for the landscape are passionately held and
deeply felt, Purves-Smith is highly professional in the crafting of her
paintings. Usually she
begins with a pastel
drawing, which she starts in
charcoal on the tinted paper.
“I prepare the paper with
different colors, warm over
cool, or vice versa,” she
says. “When I go to work, I
will take more than one with
me and choose on the spot.
The choice is important
because much of the paper
will show in the end.” The
artist says that she tries to
plan for spontaneous
working decisions by taking
more than one painting
along or having several
different colors of paper to
choose from. “The weather
can change, and I then
change what I am working
on,” she says.

If a pastel drawing is sufficiently interesting, the artist will proceed to a
painting that she also makes on-site. Work begins with a charcoal and
chalk drawing on toned linen, followed by an underpainting. “I use a type of
wipe-out oil drawing often called imprimatura oil,” says the artist. “You put a
monochrome color over the entire surface and then wipe out the lights and
reinforce the darks. There is no white paint used in this phase. The lights
are coming from the re-exposed linen that has a light-colored ground on it.”
Once this is complete, the artist builds up the forms with lighter colors or
values until the painting feels finished. “I like to see all the way down to the
original tone in places,” Purves-Smith explains. “Seeing traces of the
process of building the painting is important to me because making the
painting is a process of discovery.” During the making of the work the artist
reports that she adopts an intuitive approach, beginning with the notion that
she knows nothing about the subject but trusting that the subject will “tell”
her how to paint it. “But often a painting will go through a period where I
think I’ll lose it because I’ve tried something different,” she says.
Purves-Smith uses a variety of brushes, from a heavy bristle brush to
a delicate Winsor & Newton Series 7 watercolor brush for detailed work.
“Generally my
paint is not
thick because I
don’t carry
tubes of paint
with me,” she
says. “I just
load the palette
before I leave.”
The artist
explains that
carrying only a
limited amount
of paint causes
her to be
somewhat
conservative in
applying it to
the

canvas.”However,” she admits,”I think it would be ideal not to worry about
it; to let the moment dictate the paint use and application.” The artist uses
Winsor & Newton Artists’ Oil Colors along with some Sennelier oils and
selected colors by Holbein and Blockx.
Purves-Smith builds her painting to a point that is rich and highly
realist while not being quite a photorealistic finish. “If you look closely at
any part of my work, it is actually very impressionistic,” she says. “I’m
simply having fun with the colors— the mark-making, mixing colors. The
reality is a structure that allows you to enter, to discover, and to begin to
play. I am relying more and more on the feeling that it will tell me how it
wants to be painted. There is no ‘way’ or ‘technique’. I think a lot about the
abstract properties of the landscape and how my painting can reflect that.
And generally, there is some meaning to the composition, or I learn
something of psychological importance from the composition.”
Purves-Smith’s intense interest in painting the natural landscape
owes something to the many influences she absorbed as a young artist.
Studying at the Cooper Union, in New York City, she fount that her teachers
were mostly interested in abstract and conceptual approaches. “ ‘Materials
and Techniques,’ meant learning how to use an arc welder,” she recalls. “I
was young and very impressionable and sensitive to the disdain for realistic
art. My passion was for the Old Masters, but I was influenced toward
working abstractly.” It wasn’t until she attended graduate school at the Tyler
School of Art at Temple University, in Philadelphia, that the artist went off on
her own to pursue classical techniques in painting. “I made a focused effort
to learn to draw and paint what I saw,” she says. “I think all this happened
because it was a crisis time in my life. My brother was dying of cancer and
my second child was critically ill during that year. I decided that if I were
going to spend time creating artwork, it had to be done my way.” The
artist’s interest in the Old Masters had been reinforced by a trip to Europe,
where she sought out pieces by Vermeer, Rembrandt, Caravaggio, and
others. She also worked as the slide curator for the art-history collection at
the School of Visual Arts, in New York City, for two years, becoming
increasingly familiar with historical works. A stint as assistant to the curator
of drawings and prints at the Cooper-Hewitt, National design Museum, in
New York City, gave her the thrilling experience of handling drawings by
Winslow Homer, Rembrandt and Duerer. She was also much inspired by

the teaching of Walter Erlebacher, whose course in sculpture she attended
after she had already become a teacher herself.
Having taught for 33 years at the University of the Arts, in
Philadelphia, Purves-Smith still delights in passing on her knowledge and
experience to new generations of young artists. “I love working with the
students and want them to get more than their money’s worth. I want them
to absorb as much as they can about theoretical issues, such as
composition and design, visual communication, theory of light, perspective,
spatial systems, materials and techniques, and sighting techniques,”
she says. “I want them to have a way of understanding and being able to
represent what they see. Teaching is about sharing so that these young
people don’t have to reinvent the wheel.” As a veteran teacher the artist
naturally finds that she has some very clear advice to give to a young artist.
“They should draw everything they are attracted to from life,” she says.”It
allows them to observe, to learn, and to find out what they are passionate
about. It helps them to begin to meet their Muse.” The artist also feels that
academic study is a critical step in a young artist’s development. “I tell my
students to learn everything they can about how the masters did things as
a way of developing their academic skill,” she says. “Later, when they are
doing their own work, all that disciplined learning can just lay in the
background while they follow their Muse.” The artist believes that technique
should be a ‘silent partner’ to the image. “It’s like the Olympic figure
skaters who do their compulsory moves and then do their freestyle
performance. Their motivation and their product are their own thing. As a
teacher I can’t and don’t want to influence that.”
Talking about how people might respond to her own work, PurvesSmith says that she finds the subject difficult. “I create artwork mostly for
the experience—so that I can be there doing it,” she says. “If someone gets
a feeling of timelessness combined with the gift of the moment, that’s great.
If they can feel the music of nature and feel harmony with it, that’s also
good.”
In the end, Purves-Smith believes that the most important thing in her
work is not concerned with making art. “It’s about experiencing nature,
discovering things, entering into the core of things, and allowing yourself to
be played like a finely tuned instrument.”
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About the Artist
Phyllis Dale Purves-Smith grew up in California and Hawaii where her
parents were both musicians. She attributes her sensitivity to rhythm and
structure in nature to her early exposure to music. She was interested in
drawing and painting as a child and became completely hooked when a
teacher encouraged her to make a copy of a Rembrandt portrait. PurvesSmith attended the Cooper Union, in New York City, and the Tyler School of
Art, at Temple University, in Philadelphia. She has been on the Faculty of
the University of the Arts in Philadelphia, for 33 years and had a seven-year
stint at the New York Academy of Art, in Manhattan. For the last several
years, she has spent summers painting in Maine and winters in
Philadelphia. She participates in a weekly drawing group known as “The
Full Monty” which includes Charles Schmidt, Martha Erlebacher and a
number of other professional artists. She is represented by the Gross
McCleaf Gallery, in Philadelphia, and the Lupine Gallery, on Mohegan
Island, Maine.

